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“Don't despise small beginnings, 
start the work.”
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WELCOME
Coaching other small business owners and creatives through their transitions from fear to

possibility has been at the center of my heart for a long time. I've sat on this dream for a

little over three years with a lot of confusion on where to go next with it. I had this big

picture of perfection of how I thought my coaching SHOULD look, but when I realized I was

only at the beginning of it, (no website, no name, no clients), I felt discouraged.  

 

Because of that, I didn't do much at all with it other than remind myself of all the big work I

would need to do to get to where I wanted to be with lack of time, money or resources to

make it happen. Then, I woke up one day and realized I was focusing too much on the big

end picture of perfection and it was overwhelming me; paralyzing me into inaction. So, I

decided right then and there to make the switch and redirect my focus on what actionable

baby steps could I take right in the moment that would take me closer to realizing my

bigger picture. 

 

Over the last 9 years I have done the work of of growing our photography business into

something sustainable and deciding to branch out my coaching offerings to a new business,

Aligned and Kind, felt like starting all over. I felt scared to begin again,  but I knew it was

time. I put up a small and simple website and decided that blogging and using instagram

would be how I started reaching my future clients, (Also known as self promoting!)   

 

Yes, I know, I know. No one likes to self promote, but when you're kick-starting your self-

owned and operated small business, it's essential to let people know you exist! 

 

Instagram is an easy and great way to self promote in a natural way and connect with

people to let them know what it is you’re offering. However, it does require that you put

yourself out there and I know first hand how hard that is! You have to believe your people

are out there waiting to hear from you, (and they are! I believe in you!). I’m hoping these tips

will help you find the encouragement to put yourself out there in a more authentic way. 
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Use a Grid Planning AP to Map out your grid to look cohesive and on

brand.  Planoly and Unum are two grid planning APS I use to help my grid

look on brand. Don't worry about it being perfect at first, (I'm still learning),

but by looking at upcoming posts and arranging them to look good

together, it helps improve what people see when they first come to your

profile and shows a professional look. I recommend uploading 9-12

images at a time so you can lay them to see what exactly your grid will

look like in advance. 

 

Some easy ways to create a cohesive and well balanced Instagram feed is

by using similar colors, consistent fonts, balancing dark and light images,

balancing quotes in between images, and so on, so that images that are

very alike don't end up right next to each other. However, even though

you don't want two simliar looking images next to each other, you want

all of your posts to feel cohesive. 

 

Using a consistent color theme throughout, or a consistent filter will start

to show your followers what your brand "feels like". And don't worry if

you're not sure exactly what your brand feels like yet.. Every 9 squares you

have a chance to keep altering what your brand look and feel is, so it's

never too late to change this as your work, message, and offerings evolve.  
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ONE. 

Map out your grid.
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Show yourself more. People want to know the face behind the brand and

people that connect better with YOU will connect better with your brand.

It personalizes your business and helps create relationships. 

 

#featurefridays are a great way to start to break out of your shell! Set up a

feature every week, or every other week, to show the face behind the

brand. You can even include some fun facts, or how you got started doing

what you do! 

 

 

 

THREE. 
Feature yourself.

Schedule your social media time. We try to post 4-5 times a week. And

when we schedule our time, we find we spend less time just mindlessly

browsing. You can use an AP like tailwind to schedule your posts and then

schedule times where you go on and interact with your following and

followers. Scheduling can save you so much time! By getting your week of

posts created all at once, you can focus on creating more meaningful

captions, and make sure the feed looks consistent (what we talked about

in #1!) 

 

Set aside 30 minutes once a week to get your week laid out on social

media, and you will save so much time during the week! Plus, you will

avoid the dreaded "I don't know what to talk about right now!" moment. 

 

Schedule in advance.
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It is so important to engage with your audience. Ask questions, respond to

comments. Be a person, not a robot. Don't just rely on liking their

comments, individually respond to each. If you can find their name, use it

in a response to show you are really connecting to them.  

 

It is so important to engage with your audience. Ask questions, respond to

comments. Be a person, not a robot. Don't just rely on liking their

comments, individually respond to each. If you can find their name, use it

in a response to show you are really connecting to them. Also, don't forget

to use the stories features to engage with your audience. 

 

The Instagram Algorithm loves when it's users show stories and loves

when your audience engages with the stories. You can use different

stickers under stories such as "Polling" or asking a question to engage with

your audience and help get instagram to show your content more. 

 

When you engage your audience, more of your followers will start to

respond to your posts and instagram will find what you're sharing of more

value and therefore, push it higher in the feed so more of your followers

can actually see what you are sharing.  Instagram is all about making

connections! It's not just a numbers game. It is about real, quality

interactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOUR. 

Engage with your audience.

Instagram is all about making connections! It's not just a 
numbers game. It is about real, quality interactions.
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The algorithm doesn't like creepers and guess what, either do your

followers. If you're following someone, there should likely be a reason, so

try to engage with them during your scheduled social media time. Liking

posts is not enough to be engaged anymore so be sure to like AND

comment when possible. Show that you're alive. 

 

Not only will instagram see you're engaging more and show your content

to others, the people you follow will start to reciprocate and engage with

you because they will feel more connected to the real person behind the

"like button."  

 

The simple rule is: give what you want to get back. Don't be afraid to send

messages and respond to stories of those you admire! Instagram lets you

connect with so many incredible artists and users, so you can easily reach

out and interact. Even a quick message stating why you love what they do

can go a long way to someone's business. 

 

 

 

 

 

FIVE. 

Engage with who you follow.

Use appropriate hashtags, location tags, and photo tags. Tagging is how

people interested in the same thing can find you. We've booked weddings

through tagging and we've helped share vendors work with them and

other people by tagging those who were involved in the shoot. 

 

Location tags can help you reach a local audience that may not be aware

of your product.  

 

 

SIX. #hashtags.
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Give credit where credit is due. Did someone take the picture you're

posting? Credit them in the caption (Photo by @_______). Are you wearing

an amazing outfit (Outfit by @________)  Did Someone help style the

shoot? (Styling by @_________). This helps create an atmosphere of

sharing other's work and giving credit where it should be given. In turn,

other creatives do this when they share something of yours and it helps

other people know who you were. 

 

Giving credit also can let new people find you since often times users look

through tagged pictures of accounts they are following. Giving credit can

open so many doors to new viewers! 

 

 

 

 

 

SEVEN. 

Always give credit.

Post consistently. Perhaps you're a once a week type of person. That's

okay. Post once a week. Whether it's once a day, week, or month, don't

forget to show you're following you're alive an well. Posting more often

does help grow your following faster, though, the downside is it's much

more time spent on the platform. 

 

If you are just getting started, start with one post a week a few weeks,

then two, then three! If you slowly use Instagram more, you will start to

see how easy it is to share, and come up with more ideas! 

 

 

 

 

EIGHT. 

Be consistent.
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Take a break when needed. Listen, we all need a break from social media

once and a while. No need to announce a hiatus, but if you're feeling

overwhelmed by the AP, the amount of information coming at you, or

feeling you're starting to compare more than use it for inspiration and

connection, consider taking a 10-day break from Instagram. 

 

I find 10 days to be a good day because it helps get over the addictive

mindless scrolling that can happen when you pick up your phone and log

right it out of habit. 

 

To break from Instagram, Delete Instagram for 10 days. This way everytime

the habit kicks up, there's no AP to log into. If you feel the urge to log back

in, or have a great idea, write it down. This way when your break is over,

you have some fresh content and ideas ready to be made. A simple break

from social media can not just help you feel less overwhelmed, it can

spark so much creativity! 

 

 

 

 

 

NINE. 

Take a break.

Never feel bad about taking a break from social media. The 
most important thing for your brand is you, and your health. 

Allow yourself time to step away from your phone or 
computer. Designate a time every evening where all social 
media stops, and you focus on yourself and your family.
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Don't take it so seriously. Remember when social media was all about

posting food photos with strange filters on them? It's gotten quite

professional over the last few years as businesses have realized it's

marketing power and influence. Don't be afraid to show who you really

are, show a glimpse in your life, share a random story that has nothing to

do with your business but helps connect people to who you really are.  

 

Remember why you came to social media in the first place and

remember, it's just a tool to connect with your audience and friends, and

for people to connect with you. If you are worried a certain picture won't

fit on your feed, share it on your story. Instagram stories are a great way to

share what you do day to day! 

 

Maybe you have a cute office pet, or want to show off a project you are

working on. These are all great things you can share on Instagram stories.

Plus, the Instagram algorithm favors accounts who utilize all of

Instagram's features, including IG stories. 

 

 

 

 

 

TEN. 

Have fun!

Use Instagram stories and Live videos to share behind the 
scenes, and showcase the person behind the company.
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